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Outstanding Travel

Sunshine Cathedral - Optional add-on experience to Jordan
May 21, 2023 - May 23, 2023
Our rates include all the accommodation, services, entrance fees, transfers and flights
mentioned in the program, and are per person sharing a double room.
Rate for 10-14 participants: US$ 985Rate for 15-19 participants: US$ 915Rate for 20-24 participants: US$ 860Rate starting 25 participants: US$ 830,-

Supplement single room: US$ 250,-
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May 21 - Tel Aviv - Petra
Stay a little longer with us and head to the magical Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan!

Transfer from hotel to Ben Gurion Airport

Flight from Tel Aviv to Eilat
AIRLINE

Arkia
Transfer from Ramon Airport in Eilat to Arava Border

Border crossing
Our representative on the Jordanian side, Raed (+962 7 9553 8350), will greet you, assist with the visa procedure and
accompagny you to your driver.

Transfer from Arava border to Petra

Check in at Petra Guest House
Standard Room on Half Board

May 22 - Petra - Wadi Rum
Check out at Petra Guest House

Guided tour of Petra
Carved into the red rock, Petra was the Nabatean capital, an important junction for the silk, spice and other trade routes
that linked China, India and southern Arabia with Egypt, Syria, Greece and Rome. Visit this world-renowned site in daylight
with your guide.
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Petra, marks the achievement of an impressive civilization, from the first century AD, the Nabataean Arabs, who perfectly
carved the city into its mountains. The Siq is the main road that lies between the city’s rose colored mountains, which stand
at a height of 80m and reach up to 1.2 Km at the end of the Siq. When sightseeing, you will be astounded by the sight of
the Treasury, which represents the masterpiece of the ancient city with a height of up to 45m and width of 30m, all of which
is carved into the mountain. We will visit also visit the city center, the Royal tomb, the theater, the High Place of Sacrifice
and the Roman soldier tombs.
Included:
Entrance fee
Guide
Lunch

Transfer from Petra to Wadi Rum

Check in at Wadi Rum UFO Luxotel
Bubble tent on Half Board

May 23 - Wadi Rum
Check out at Wadi Rum UFO Luxotel

Tour of the Wadi Rum desert
Jump in the back of your local Bedouin guide's off-road vehicle for an unforgettable tour of the Wadi Rum desert! He will
take you to the renowned places as well as the less frequented and less famous ones. Sandstones and granite rocks make
up this vast valley, the largest in the Hashemite Kingdom. Stop for a short camel ride to get the full desert experience. Seal
this experience with a typical Bedouin lunch over a fire in the shade of canyon.
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Transfer from Wadi Rum to Arava Border

Border crossing & transfer to Ramon Airport

Flight from Eilat to Tel Aviv
AIRLINE

Arkia
Free shuttle bus from Terminal 1 to Terminal 3 - Ben Gurion International Airport

Policies, Terms and Conditions
Our rates exclude:
Expenses of a personal nature
Meals throughout the entire tour other than mentioned
Transfers other than mentioned
Tips to driver, guide and restaurant staff
Border Tax and Visa fee if applicable
Any other item not mentioned above
Payment:
It is our company policy to receive a 30% deposit upon booking, and full payment 4 weeks prior to arrival.
Cancellation Policy:
Up to 29 days prior to arrival date: 15% from the total services
28 - 21 days before arrival date: 30% from the total services
20 - 14 days before arrival date: 50% from the total services
13 – 7 days before arrival date: 80% from total services
Less than 7 days before arrival date: 100% from total services

For more information and booking contact Nadav or Genia at booking@outstandingtravel.com

